Science
Rocks
Compare and group together different kinds of rocks on
the basis of their appearance and simple physical
properties. Explore what is under the ground and how
volcanos occur.
Light
Recognise that they need light in order to see things and
that dark is the absence of light.
Recognise that shadows are formed when the light from
a light source is blocked by a solid object.
Find patterns in the way that the size of shadows
change.

Topic
Ordering important events on a timeline
Recalling the main points of a historical event – Roman
Invasion of Britian
Locating the Roman Empire on a map
Researching Roman Gods and Goddesses
Hadrian’s Wall
Mosaics
Use a variety of sources to find out information to
create an accurate picture of the past
Roman soldiers
Making Roman shields
Roman Numerals
Preston Curriculum
Children will be working as a class to fundraise to turn
£20 into a profit.

Maths
Recognise the value of 3 digit numbers.
Write place value related addition and subtractions eg 400
+ 20 + 9 = 429.
Locate 2 and 3 digit numbers on empty number lines.
Add and subtract using the column method.
Recall and use 2,5,10,3 and 4 times table facts.

Autumn Topic
Year 3
The Romans
Computing
E-safety Combing text and
image (Publisher & Comic Life)
Spreadsheets

RE

Scared Texts
What is the Bible and why is it
important?
Festivals/beliefs and practice What
are the symbols associated with
Christmas?

French
Count to 12 in French
Families
Playground games
PE
Games - attacking and
defending, play competition
games.
Music

An introduction to musical
elements; rhythm and pitch,
rhythmic notation,
instrument families, standard
notation and vocal work.

English
Roman Myths and Legends
Non-fiction writing about the Romans and diary writing about the
life of a Roman soldier.
Poetry – performing and writing.

